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Understanding Why Balance Sheets Don’t Balance 

By 

Charles Hoffman, CPA (charleshoffman@olywa.net) 

March 10, 2014 

This document is a collection of information about why balance sheets don’t balance in SEC XBRL 

financial filings. This is fundamental accounting concepts1 test BS2 (Assets = Liabilities and Equity). 

More importantly, this document summarizes a thought process for understanding the dynamics of 

what makes SEC XBRL financial filings usable by automated processes and what makes them unusable. 

The goal is system equilibrium, for the system to be in balance.  There are three things which impact the 

system: 

1. The SEC XBRL financial filing. 

2. The business rules. 

3. The software algorithm which reads the SEC XBRL financial filing. 

There is some process and there is some set of process rules which work together as a system to offer 

automated reuse of financial information reported by SEC XBRL financial filings.  Adjusting the rules of 

this process, adjusting SEC XBRL financial filings, or by adjusting software algorithms would yield 100.0% 

passing scores for each processing step category and arguably a system which provides safe, reliable, 

predictable, automated reuse of reported financial information. 

The following is a summary of reasons why test BS2 (BalanceSheetBalances, Assets = Liabilities and 

Equity) of the fundamental accounting concepts fails: 

# Reason Count Correction 

1 Concept for total assets not 
provided; concept for current 
assets likewise not provided 

#1, #3, #4, #13, #27 Provide the concept “Total Assets” 
on the balance sheet. 

2 Concept for total assets not 
provided; concept for current 
assets WAS PROVIDED 

#16, #29 Provide the concept “Total Assets” 
on the balance sheet. Alternatively, 
alternatively, software algorithm 
COULD be adjusted to use “us-
gaap:AssetsCurrent” for value of 
total assets if total assets is not 
present. 

3 Filer error in fact value #2, #18 Filer should obviously correct the 
filing and use the correct fact value. 

4 Filer error in concept selection #5, #7, #10, #15, #17, 
#22, #23 

Filer should obviously correct the 
filing and use the correct concept. 

                                                           
1
 See http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com/  

http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com/
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5 Rounding error (or allowed 
tolerance) or balances do not 
match 

#6, #8, #14, #20, #21, 
#24, #25, #26, #28 

Filer should probably fix the 
rounding error.  Alternatively; 
tolerance of some value could be put 
into software algorithm to adjust for 
rounding errors such as this.  
However, it is common practice to 
adjust these on statement creation 
and certainly safer for the creator to 
correct than make sure every 
software application (a) uses a 
tolerance and (b) uses the same or 
similar tolerance level. 

6 Mixing [Line Items] and 
[Axis]/[Member] representation 
approach in report component 

#9, #19 Filer should not mix representation 
approaches within one report 
component. 

7 Root reporting entity or default 
legal entity detection issue 

#11 Filer should represent default legal 
entity per EFM rules. 

8 Model structure issue #12 Filer should fix model structure 
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Vast majority of balance sheets balance 

The following is a summary of why this rule exists and why the vast majority of SEC XBRL financial filings 

satisfy this business rule. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001040470/0001354488-13-004932/Rendering-N8-

Implied.html 

An examination of 6,674 SEC XBRL financial filings showed that 6,645 or 99.5% of those financial filings 

had this pattern or concepts within their balance sheet.  Only 29 filings or .004% of the total did not 

have these relations.  Each of the 29 which did not follow this pattern is examined below. 

So the fact that 99.5% of SEC XBRL financial filings is strong evidence that financial reports have balance 

sheets and that those balance sheets balance. 

Further, the accounting equation2 or basic accounting equation provides evidence that balance sheets 

balance: Assets = Liabilities + Equity. 

 

                                                           
2
 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting_equation  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001040470/0001354488-13-004932/Rendering-N8-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001040470/0001354488-13-004932/Rendering-N8-Implied.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting_equation
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Small minority of balance sheets which don’t balance 

The following comprehensive examination looks at each of the 29 tests which fail the test “Assets = 

Liabilities and equity.”  The point of the comprehensive examination is to show that there is a specific 

reason as to why each balance sheet does not balance.  Each of the reasons for balance sheets that 

don’t balance are summarized in the table above in order to point out the specific patterns as to why 

balance sheets are not balancing. 

There are two points of this exercise.  First, to show that balance sheets do balance or there is a specific 

reason as to why they are not deemed to balance.  Second and more importantly, to make the point 

that this sort of examination can be made for each and every category of rule which relates to an SEC 

XBRL financial filing.  Patterns exist which lead to the rules.  Patterns exist for failures also. 

From this sort of examination it can be determined as to whether filings should be changed, rules should 

be changed, or software algorithms should be changed to bring the system into equilibrium. 
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#1: AFH Holding III, Inc. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001406980/0001493152-13-000573/Rendering-N2-

Implied.html 

While this balance sheet does in fact balance, it was deemed not to balance because a value for the 

concept “Assets” could not be derived by the software algorithm. 

 

#2: AMEXDRUG CORP 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001406980/0001493152-13-000573/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001406980/0001493152-13-000573/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45621/000109690613000473/0001096906-13-000473-

index.htm 

If you look at the filing it is clear that the value of Total Assets of $24,407,444 is in error and does not 

equal Total Liabilities and Stockholders’’ Equity of $2,407,444.  This is obviously filer error. 

 

#3: BCTC IV ASSIGNOR CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45621/000109690613000473/0001096906-13-000473-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45621/000109690613000473/0001096906-13-000473-index.htm
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https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001003815/0001003815-13-000002/Rendering-N1-

RE6.html  

Identical in pattern to #1. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001003815/0001003815-13-000002/Rendering-N1-RE6.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001003815/0001003815-13-000002/Rendering-N1-RE6.html
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#4: BCTC V ASSIGNOR CORP 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001267426/0001267426-13-000002/Rendering-N1-

RE6.html 

Identical in pattern to #1. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001267426/0001267426-13-000002/Rendering-N1-RE6.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001267426/0001267426-13-000002/Rendering-N1-RE6.html
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#5: Biostar Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001418133/0001185185-13-000819/Rendering-N1-

RE25.html 

This filer inappropriately used the concept “us-gaap:AssetsNoncurrent” to represent total assets or 

perhaps left the line item “Total noncurrent assets” from the balance sheet. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001418133/0001185185-13-000819/Rendering-N1-RE25.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001418133/0001185185-13-000819/Rendering-N1-RE25.html
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#6: BONANZA GOLD CORP. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001425289/0001469709-13-000606/Rendering-N7-

Implied.html 

If you look at the totals of assets and liabilities and equity, there is a $1 rounding error.  The rounding 

error likely should be corrected prior to balance sheet creation. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001425289/0001469709-13-000606/Rendering-N7-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001425289/0001469709-13-000606/Rendering-N7-Implied.html
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#7: CAPITAL SOUTHWEST CORP 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000017313/0001140361-13-023510/Rendering-N2-

Implied.html 

It appears that the balance sheet balances; however, if the concepts “Total net assets” and “Total 

liabilities and net assets” are examined one sees that the filer transposed concepts.  This is similar to 

other concept selection errors. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000017313/0001140361-13-023510/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000017313/0001140361-13-023510/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
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#8: Carlyle Gaming & Entertainment, Ltd. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000894847/0001176256-13-000360/Rendering-N2-

Implied.html 

Similar to #6.  The filer has a $1 rounding error. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000894847/0001176256-13-000360/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000894847/0001176256-13-000360/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
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#9: CKX LANDS, INC. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000352955/0001437749-13-003335/Rendering-N1-

RE7.html 

The filer has a rather complex representation of the balance sheet information which is caused by the 

filer mixing a [Line Items] based approach and a [Axis]/[Member] approach to representing balance 

sheet information.  Clearly the “Certificate of Deposit [Axis]” has nothing to do with most of the balance 

sheet line items.  Similarly, the “Property, Plant and Equipment, Type [Axis]” has nothing to do with 

most balance sheet line items. 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000352955/0001437749-13-003335/Rendering-N1-RE7.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000352955/0001437749-13-003335/Rendering-N1-RE7.html
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The filer should correct their filing and not mix representation approaches in the balance sheet report 

component. 
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10#: CPS TECHNOLOGIES CORP/DE/ 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000814676/0000814676-13-000011/Rendering-N2-

Implied.html 

Filer used an inappropriate concept, us-gaap:AssetsNet to express us-gaap:Assets. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000814676/0000814676-13-000011/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000814676/0000814676-13-000011/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
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#11: DEL MONTE CORP 

 

 

This is actually a “root entity detection” issue.  The balance sheet does balance, but the default legal 

entity or the “default context” does not contain balance sheet information because the “Successor 

[Member]” is not represented as the dimension-default or “root” [Member]. 
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#12: DELTA NATURAL GAS CO INC 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/277375/000027737513000045/0000277375-13-000045-

index.htm 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/277375/000027737513000045/0000277375-13-000045-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/277375/000027737513000045/0000277375-13-000045-index.htm
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The balance sheet does in fact actualy balance; however, severe inconsistencies between the 

presentation relations and definition relations and missing definition relations cause ambiguity in 

reading information. 

Presentation relations: 

 

Definition relations: (missing liabilities and equity report elements information) 
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#13: Dynamic Gold Corp. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001304730/0001176256-13-000513/Rendering-N5-

Implied.html 

Did not report assets directly, cash and cash equivalents implied to be total assets. Similar to others 

which have this issue. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001304730/0001176256-13-000513/Rendering-N5-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001304730/0001176256-13-000513/Rendering-N5-Implied.html
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#14: Elite Energies, Inc. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001479683/0001213900-13-004567/Rendering-N1-

Implied.html 

Rounding or tolerance difference of $5 between assets and liabilities and equity. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001479683/0001213900-13-004567/Rendering-N1-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001479683/0001213900-13-004567/Rendering-N1-Implied.html
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#15: FONAR CORP 

 

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=355019&accession_number=0000355019-13-

000029&xbrl_type=v# 

Incorrectly used concept “us-gaap:AssetsNet” rather than “us-gaap:Assets”. Also, representation issues. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=355019&accession_number=0000355019-13-000029&xbrl_type=v
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=355019&accession_number=0000355019-13-000029&xbrl_type=v
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#16: FRESH START PRIVATE MANAGEMENT, INC. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001443863/0001494733-13-000084/SECPreview-

N1.html 

Filer reports total current assets, but not total assets. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001443863/0001494733-13-000084/SECPreview-N1.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001443863/0001494733-13-000084/SECPreview-N1.html
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#17: GREENESTONE HEALTHCARE CORP 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000792935/0000721748-13-000058/Rendering-N1-

RE68.html 

Filer used the wrong concept to express liabilities and equity. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000792935/0000721748-13-000058/Rendering-N1-RE68.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000792935/0000721748-13-000058/Rendering-N1-RE68.html
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#18: HPIL HOLDING 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001286345/0001286345-13-000127/Rendering-N1-

RE55.html 

Assets does not equal liabilities and equity, off by $200. 

 

 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001286345/0001286345-13-000127/Rendering-N1-RE55.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001286345/0001286345-13-000127/Rendering-N1-RE55.html
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#19: IRONSTONE GROUP INC 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000723269/0001437749-13-003519/Rendering-N1-

RE2.html 

Inappropriate representation of information. If total assets were in the same column as the other values 

and if the “Investments had a total in that same column, then this representation works. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000723269/0001437749-13-003519/Rendering-N1-RE2.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000723269/0001437749-13-003519/Rendering-N1-RE2.html
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20: LIFEWAY FOODS INC 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000814586/0001072613-13-000192/Rendering-N1-

Implied.html 

Rounding/tolerance issue.  Off by $2. 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000814586/0001072613-13-000192/Rendering-N1-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0000814586/0001072613-13-000192/Rendering-N1-Implied.html
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#21: NATION ENERGY INC 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001081183/0001081183-13-000004/Rendering-N1-

Implied.html 

Rounding/tolerance issue. 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001081183/0001081183-13-000004/Rendering-N1-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001081183/0001081183-13-000004/Rendering-N1-Implied.html
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#22: PAREXEL INTERNATIONAL CORP 

 

https://edgardashboard.xbrlcloud.com/flex/viewer/XBRLViewer.html#instance=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.s

ec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar%2Fdata%2F799729%2F000079972913000035%2Fprxl-

20130630.xml&network=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.parexel.com%2Frole%2FConsolidatedBalanceSheets&ta

ble=xbrl%3AimpliedTable 

Filer used the concept “us-gaap:AssetsNet” to express assets. 

  

https://edgardashboard.xbrlcloud.com/flex/viewer/XBRLViewer.html#instance=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar%2Fdata%2F799729%2F000079972913000035%2Fprxl-20130630.xml&network=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.parexel.com%2Frole%2FConsolidatedBalanceSheets&table=xbrl%3AimpliedTable
https://edgardashboard.xbrlcloud.com/flex/viewer/XBRLViewer.html#instance=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar%2Fdata%2F799729%2F000079972913000035%2Fprxl-20130630.xml&network=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.parexel.com%2Frole%2FConsolidatedBalanceSheets&table=xbrl%3AimpliedTable
https://edgardashboard.xbrlcloud.com/flex/viewer/XBRLViewer.html#instance=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar%2Fdata%2F799729%2F000079972913000035%2Fprxl-20130630.xml&network=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.parexel.com%2Frole%2FConsolidatedBalanceSheets&table=xbrl%3AimpliedTable
https://edgardashboard.xbrlcloud.com/flex/viewer/XBRLViewer.html#instance=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar%2Fdata%2F799729%2F000079972913000035%2Fprxl-20130630.xml&network=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.parexel.com%2Frole%2FConsolidatedBalanceSheets&table=xbrl%3AimpliedTable
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#23: PEPTIDE TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001357878/0001072588-14-000022/Rendering-N8-

Implied.html 

Filer seems to have switched the concepts Assets and Current Assets by mistake. 

 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001357878/0001072588-14-000022/Rendering-N8-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001357878/0001072588-14-000022/Rendering-N8-Implied.html
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#24: Pernix Group, Inc. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1082198&accession_number=0001376474-13-

000116&xbrl_type=v 

Assets and liabilities and equity to not match. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1082198&accession_number=0001376474-13-000116&xbrl_type=v
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1082198&accession_number=0001376474-13-000116&xbrl_type=v
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#25: RedStone Literary Agents, Inc. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1515139/000116552713000328/0001165527-13-000328-

index.htm  

Assets and liabilities and equity to not match. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1515139/000116552713000328/0001165527-13-000328-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1515139/000116552713000328/0001165527-13-000328-index.htm
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#26: SONIC AUTOMOTIVE INC 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001043509/0001193125-13-127041/Rendering-N2-

RE2.html 

Look carefully, the balances for assets and liabilities and equity don’t match. 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001043509/0001193125-13-127041/Rendering-N2-RE2.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001043509/0001193125-13-127041/Rendering-N2-RE2.html
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#27: TIGER JIUJIANG MINING, INC. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001490949/0001062993-13-001472/Rendering-N2-

RE27.html 

The line item for total assets is there, but no value was reported. This is a little odd, classified as not 

providing the concept. 

  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001490949/0001062993-13-001472/Rendering-N2-RE27.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001490949/0001062993-13-001472/Rendering-N2-RE27.html
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#28: TRILLIANT EXPLORATION CORP 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001378948/0001477932-13-001799/Rendering-

N14-Implied.html 

Balances of assets and liabilities and equity don’t match.  

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001378948/0001477932-13-001799/Rendering-N14-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001378948/0001477932-13-001799/Rendering-N14-Implied.html
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#29: Wireless Attachments, Inc. 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001507181/0001021890-13-000028/Rendering-N2-

Implied.html 

Current assets was provided, but not total assets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001507181/0001021890-13-000028/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
https://eri.xbrlcloud.com/evidence-package/filing/0001507181/0001021890-13-000028/Rendering-N2-Implied.html
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APPENDIX: 

This is information for each of these filings: 

CIK EntityRegistrantName LinkToXBRLInstance 

0001406980 AFH Holding III, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1406980/000149315213000573/afhhiii-
20121231.xml 

0000045621 AMEXDRUG CORP http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/45621/000109690613000473/axrx-
20121231.xml 

0001003815 BCTC IV ASSIGNOR 
CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1003815/000100381513000002/bctciv-
20121231.xml 

0001267426 BCTC V ASSIGNOR 
CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1267426/000126742613000002/bctcv-
20111231.xml 

0001418133 Biostar 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418133/000118518513000819/bspm-
20121231.xml 

0001425289 BONANZA GOLD 
CORP. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1425289/000146970913000606/bnza-
20121231.xml 

0000017313 CAPITAL SOUTHWEST 
CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/17313/000114036113023510/cswc-
20130331.xml 

0000894847 Carlyle Gaming & 
Entertainment, Ltd. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/894847/000117625613000360/cgme-
20121231.xml 

0000352955 CKX LANDS, INC. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/352955/000143774913003335/ckx-
20121231.xml 

0000814676 CPS TECHNOLOGIES 
CORP/DE/ 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/814676/000081467613000011/cpsh-
20121229.xml 

0001259045 DEL MONTE CORP http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1259045/000119312513276939/ck0001259045-
20130428.xml 

0000277375 DELTA NATURAL GAS 
CO INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/277375/000027737513000045/dgas-
20130630.xml 

0001304730 Dynamic Gold Corp. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1304730/000117625613000513/dygo-
20130630.xml 

0001479683 Elite Energies, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1479683/000121390013004567/elite-
20130331.xml 

0000355019 FONAR CORP http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/355019/000035501913000029/fnr-
20140630.xml 

0001443863 FRESH START PRIVATE 
MANAGEMENT, INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1443863/000149473313000084/fsp-
20121231.xml 

0000792935 GREENESTONE 
HEALTHCARE CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/792935/000072174813000058/grst-
20121231.xml 

0001286345 HPIL HOLDING http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1286345/000128634513000127/hpil-
20121231.xml 

0000723269 IRONSTONE GROUP 
INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/723269/000143774913003519/irns-
20121231.xml 

0000814586 LIFEWAY FOODS INC http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/814586/000107261313000192/lway-
20121231.xml 

0001081183 NATION ENERGY INC http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1081183/000108118313000004/negy-
20130331.xml 

0000799729 PAREXEL 
INTERNATIONAL CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/799729/000079972913000035/prxl-
20130630.xml 
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0001357878 PEPTIDE 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1357878/000107258814000022/oloi-
20131130.xml 

0001082198 Pernix Group, Inc. http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1082198/000137647413000116/prxg-
20121231.xml 

0001515139 RedStone Literary 
Agents, Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1515139/000116552713000328/rdst-
20121231.xml 

0001043509 SONIC AUTOMOTIVE 
INC 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1043509/000119312513127041/sah-
20121231.xml 

0001490949 TIGER JIUJIANG 
MINING, INC. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1490949/000106299313001472/tjmi-
20120229.xml 

0001378948 TRILLIANT 
EXPLORATION CORP 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1378948/000147793213001799/ttxp-
20121231.xml 

0001507181 Wireless Attachments, 
Inc. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1507181/000102189013000028/wirel-
20140331.xml 

 


